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Intro 

• Leisure an important driving force 

• Present situation, impacts; 

• recommendations 

• ELC and leisure 





Outdoor Recreation 



Tourism 
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Leisure = Tourism & Outdoor 

Recreation 

















The future of the European Landscape and 

the future of the leisure industry and daily nc 

leisure on our continent are (to be) closely 

intertwined. Lanscape and cityscape are the 

substrate of leisure, and leisure has a far-

reaching impact on the landscapes. 

Hypothesis 



“Tourism will be worlds largest 

industrie in 2000”  
(Herman Kahn, 1976) 

 

“Right figure. Wrong year.”  

FUTUROLOGY 

 



Recommendation of the Committee 

of Ministers to member states on the 

promotion of tourism 
to foster the cultural heritage as a factor for 
sustainable development (2003):  

“Tourism is a means of access to culture and nature. It 
should be an opportunity for self-education, fostering 
mutual tolerance, learning about other cultures and 
peoples and their diversity, as well as for enjoyment, 
rest and relaxation. Cultural tourism provides particular 
opportunities for learning about other cultures through 
direct experience of their heritage. In Europe, cultural 
heritage tourism can help to forge the European 
identity and develop awareness and respect of the 
cultural heritage of peoples.” 

 



Arrivals international tourists in millions 1950-2010 



Otium: enjoyment & 

development 
Negotium: work-work-work 

Aesthetising of the 

worldview 





Negotium Outsourced 



Otium: The Global Leisure Class  



 



WORLD TOP 10 Destinations  (2003) 

in millions of 

tourists/year 







 







 

http://www.google.nl/url?sa=i&source=imgres&cd=&cad=rja&docid=rp8hEtFabgox3M&tbnid=VZcSYk6-4u7qpM:&ved=0CAwQjRwwADgP&url=http://www.volkskrant.nl/vk/nl/2668/Buitenland/article/detail/3290187/2012/07/23/Bosbrand-in-Spanje-eist-vierde-dodelijke-slachtoffer.dhtml&ei=pzlSUeS4CYWg0QW5ioDABA&psig=AFQjCNHkWJFQqgO_oG5UEldfN-fEUqnb2Q&ust=1364429607190244


 



 











Both Summer- and Winterresorts 

feel the threat of Climate change 



From a production-  

towards a consumer landscape 



 



 







Island Forest 

Mountain River Coast 

Countryside 



Appreciation Traveling 

Revitalisation Urbanisation 



• international society many types of changes and 
suffering diverse crisis (economic, ecological and f.i. 
real estate)  

• danger for those landscapes and regions depending 
economically greatly on (incoming) tourism. Changes 
in tourism flows can undermine these landscapes and 
societies.  

• also other change as climate change changes in 
hydrology   

• impacts on the attractiveness of a landscape and thus 
direct and/or indirect influence the future of a 
landscape.  

• Foot and Mouth disease, the volcanic eruption on 
Iceland, revolutions f.e. the North African Arabic 
world. 

 



Observations about leisure 

• Trend a growing interest in quality in  broad sense, the quality and identity that 

offer the landscapes of Europe chance for tourism industry, outdoor recreation 

and wellbeing. 

• Often up till now landscape lacks in most of the policies and programs with 

attention for sustainability as a own separate or integrating concept or 

objective.  

• attention for the landscape concept is often the last to be addressed. 

• sustainability is focused on the environmental problems (flows of water, 

energy and materials); less also to natural and cultural heritage.  

• The holistic concept of landscape as mentioned in the ELC is seldom used or 

applied: only mostly or natural or cultural heritage 

• in general the common every day landscapes are in oblivion/ get no attention 

at all.  

 



Opportunity 
• European and national policies to stimulate sustainable 

tourism and the industry can be helpful to support the 
industry  

• reciprocal the landscapes developed and managed by 
the same industry.  

• therefore we should understand and look at the leisure 
industry as a driving force of utmost importance for the 
development of landscapes and their quality 

• Council of Europe and the contracting parties of ELC 
should give attention to this fact and use the 
opportunities given to introduce the landscape concept 
of ELC through leisure development 

 



Momentum 
• the present momentum European Union gets more and 

more involved in policy and programs for sustainable 
tourism: minds are thus open to the landscape concept.  

• Of course the national and other levels are of the same 
importance. 

• The notions of landscape and tourism (and leisure) are 
from their early appearance strongly intertwined. The 
Landscape convention should make possible that it will 
be a fruitful relationship also in the future.  

• National and international even European visions on 
leisurescapes are needed. 

 



European Landscape C in action 

 • On all levels, on international, national, regional, 
local and business scales sustainability should 
lead our thinking and acting for tourism and leisure 
policies. 

• the landscape concept as promoted by the 
European Landscape Convention should form an 
important aspect in sustainable development.  

• Landscape should be integrated in tourism policy. 
And leisure and tourism should be integrated in 
landscape and territorial development! 

 



 



Action intertwine 
• Drawing up tourism policies, plans, developments and projects landscape 

assessments, identifications should be a part of it.  Also landscape objectives 
should be developed. (Leisure)landscapes should be properly protected, 
managed and planned. When realized or developed the plans should be 
monitored.  

• Raising awareness, understanding and involvement for landscape as for the 
tourism plans as such should be part of all the undertakings in the field of 
tourism and leisure. 

• Also international data information on leisure and relation to landscape data 
are needed if we want to organize good planning.  

• In the base literature a lack of comparable synchronized data appeared.  

• especially the case for sectors of leisure outside the tourism field. Such as 
domestic tourism and national outdoor recreation.  

• EEA, Eurostat and ESPON could have a role in this 

• The development of the map of European Leisurescapes should be further 
developed. It can be an interesting tool to monitor the development of 
European landscapes and tourism policies and to combine analyses with 
other sectors such as agriculture. 

 



• The Landscape Convention relates to all landscapes, so also to all 
leisurescapes; leisure in urban, peri-urban and rural environments; the 
ordinary and even the despoiled, as well as the exceptional. 

• Landscapes are perceived as the setting of people’s lives, crucial to the 
quality of those lives. Leisure needs and leisure as a driving force in 
landscape development interferes in our daily, weekly and yearly living 
environment. So, the general public should be encouraged to take an 
active interest part in caring for them. The same though should be the 
case for entrepreneurs and firms, from small business up  to 
multinationals. 

• Moreover, Europe’s leisurescapes are of value to all Europeans, being 
cherished outside the locality and beyond national borders: therefore, 
public authorities at all levels should take action to protect, manage and 
plan landscapes so as to maintain and improve landscape quality, as part 
of the process of leisure development in a context if sustainable 
development. 

• always a tension between inhabitants, visitors and users of the 
landscapes  

• emphasise that during the planning, developing and maintaining of 
leisurescapes there should be explicitly paid much attention to the rights, 
the involvement and the needs of the inhabitants and leisure workers.  

• Authorities have the outmost responsibility to realize so. 

 





Our Cultural heritage, religious places 

of pilgrimage, monumental cities and 

landscape attractions are in danger of 

exceeding their maximum loading 

capacity.  















 





We have to update our ideas about 

the relation between city and 

countryside, the last impuls dating 

from the sixties.  







Everywhere in Europe one sees the 

tendency to link extensive leisure to 

extensive agriculture. This could be 

the rescue for economical marginal 

regions. 









Page 204 out of 395 of Italy’s 

Agriturismo-guide no 4 

0 8 40 150 0 58 







Deep Rurality  

still exists! 



 



 



 



Revitilisation of derelict landscapes 

is an important theme all over 

Europe 











 



Leisure’s parasitic relationship with 

the receiving landscape can and will 

be altered into a symbiotic one. Not 

out of altruism but out of well 

understood self interest. 

 

Overall: modest optimism 
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Oude kaart 
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From the 17yh century onwards: 

A leisure landscape avant-la-lettre 



Landscape policy can make the difference for the 

European touristic product in the (inter)continental 

competition. 

Sustainability and landscape are our trumpcards. 

 







Recommendations 



Arrivals international tourists in millions 1950-2020 



Energy prices 



CO2 Reductions 



Collaboration & 

Networking 











Europe is being confronted 

with an ‘outsourcing’ of cheap 

sun holidays to new exotic 

destinations in South America, 

Asia,  Africa and the Middle 

East. ‘Old’ European sun-

destinations tend to be derelict 

and need repositioning and 

restructuring 

Slow continent: a succesfull mix 

 

 

 

 

 

•Beautiful and accessible landscape; 

•‘Agri-turismo’ like facilities; 

•Top-musea & cultural monuments; 

•Attractive cities also for their inhabitants; 

•Culinary pleasures. 



 



Landscape & 

health care 



Deep Rurality? 



Europe should 

champion accessebility 









 



 



 



 



 



Outdoor recreation 



Regaining landscape  

as a public good 

















Town and Countryside 



Optimizing the red-green 

configuration  



Leisure landscapes at 

varying speeds. 



 

The economic perspective that leisure offers 

opens an alternative route to development in 

the new member states for their rich cultural 

landscapes.    

 



Poland: Biepzra 



Ireland: blanket bog 

reclamation 



The most complex planning- and 

designproblem will be the relationship 

between the ‘otium-economy’ and the 

‘negotium-economy’ 



Interference with 

capital intensive 

Agriculture  



that turns the night into 

the day 



Cowshed New Style 



Marle x 10 

 



In regions where both economies are to 

be pursued it is neccesary to contruct a 

framework in which nature, leisure, 

forestry watersupply and all the other 

functions that need time to develop, are 

safeguarded and made independent from 

the economic developments of 

agriculture. 

 



Bringing together the two most succesfull 

branches of Europe, the Leisure & the Design 

World will produce an enormous amount of 

synergy. 
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320.000  Dutchmen have a holiday home in 

France 
136 







Towards an independence of 

seasonality 







Wintersport resorts 





 


